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B1500C Overview B1500C Overview -- ComponentsComponents

•Bathy-1500C Panel PC/Display
•Bathy-1500C Sensor Unit
•Bathy1500C Manual
•Bathy-1500C Installation Software



B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– SafetySafety
�� The following are general safety precautions that are not relateThe following are general safety precautions that are not related to any d to any 

specific procedures and therefore do not appear elsewhere in thispecific procedures and therefore do not appear elsewhere in this s 
publication.  These are recommended precautions that personnel mpublication.  These are recommended precautions that personnel must ust 
understand and apply during many phases of operation and maintenunderstand and apply during many phases of operation and maintenance.ance.

�� KEEP AWAY FROM LIVE CIRCUITSKEEP AWAY FROM LIVE CIRCUITS-- Operating personnel must at all Operating personnel must at all 
times observe all safety regulations.  Do not replace componentstimes observe all safety regulations.  Do not replace components or make or make 
adjustments inside the equipment with the high voltage supply tuadjustments inside the equipment with the high voltage supply turned on. Under rned on. Under 
certain conditions, dangerous potentials may exist when the powecertain conditions, dangerous potentials may exist when the power control is in the r control is in the 
off position, due to charges retained by capacitors.  To avoid coff position, due to charges retained by capacitors.  To avoid casualties, always asualties, always 
remove power and discharge and ground a circuit before touching remove power and discharge and ground a circuit before touching it.it.

�� DO NOT SERVICE OR ADJUSTDO NOT SERVICE OR ADJUST-- Under no circumstances should any Under no circumstances should any 
person reach into to enter the enclosure for the purposes of serperson reach into to enter the enclosure for the purposes of servicing or adjusting vicing or adjusting 
the equipment except in the presence of someone who is capable othe equipment except in the presence of someone who is capable of rendering aid.f rendering aid.

�� RESUSCITATIONRESUSCITATION-- Personnel working with or near high voltages should be Personnel working with or near high voltages should be 
familiar with modern methods of resuscitation. familiar with modern methods of resuscitation. 

�� WARNINGWARNING-- 200Volts DC present.  Risk of electrical shock and serious injur200Volts DC present.  Risk of electrical shock and serious injury is y is 
present. present. 

�� WARNINGWARNING-- High Voltage may be present until the High Voltage Capacitors High Voltage may be present until the High Voltage Capacitors 
discharge.discharge.

�� CAUTIONCAUTION-- The B1500C has many ESD (Electrostatic Sensitive Devices).  The B1500C has many ESD (Electrostatic Sensitive Devices).  
Normal precautions involve the use of antiNormal precautions involve the use of anti--static protection material and ground static protection material and ground 
straps for test personnel.straps for test personnel.



B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– SafetySafety

�� Shipping and Handling Shipping and Handling -- The BathyThe Bathy--1500C units 1500C units 
are delivered in reinforced cardboard with packing foam inside. are delivered in reinforced cardboard with packing foam inside. 
The boxes and foam should be saved for future use.  If saving The boxes and foam should be saved for future use.  If saving 
the box and foam is not practical, equivalent packaging the box and foam is not practical, equivalent packaging 
procedure should be used.procedure should be used.

�� Emergency Operation and ShutdownEmergency Operation and Shutdown --
Under any emergency, adverse, or abnormal ship conditions, the Under any emergency, adverse, or abnormal ship conditions, the 
BathyBathy--1500C system electronics should be powered down. The 1500C system electronics should be powered down. The 
system is powered down by placing the toggle switch on the frontsystem is powered down by placing the toggle switch on the front
panel of the Bathypanel of the Bathy--1500C Sensor unit into the 1500C Sensor unit into the OFFOFF position.position.



B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– SystemSystem

�� Data AcquisitionData Acquisition
�� Data StorageData Storage
�� Data PlaybackData Playback
�� Hydrographic Software InterfaceHydrographic Software Interface
�� Dual Channel TransmitterDual Channel Transmitter
�� Hardcopy DevicesHardcopy Devices
�� Transducers (Frequencies/Power)Transducers (Frequencies/Power)
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B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– System System 
Interconnect Sensor UnitInterconnect Sensor Unit



B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– System System 
Interconnect Panel PC/DisplayInterconnect Panel PC/Display



B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– Equipment Equipment 
SpecificationsSpecifications

Printer Output

Geographic Position

Speed of Sound

Depth Accuracy

Depth Resolution

Strata Resolution

Display

Zoom Modes

Zoom Range

Shift Range

Depth Ranges

Units

Centronics (Parallel Port) interface to TDU Series Thermal Printers

NMEA 0183, GLL, GGA, RMC, VTG, VHW, HDT
Selectable Baud Rates (RS-232):  4800, 9600, 19200, 38400

User Selectable 1500 Meters/Second, 4800 Feet/Second;
Adjustable in increments of 1 M/sec or 1 FT/sec

Meets or exceeds all current IHO hydrographic requirements for single beam echo sounders with 
Survey Grade Transducers.

0.1 Feet, 0.01 Meters

Up to 6 cm (for Subbottom applications only)

Normal Data, Zoom Data, Navigation, Depth, Command/Status, Color Control for Data: 4 Selections or 
Custom (User Input), Data Color Invert possible

Bottom Zoom, Bottom Lock Zoom, Marker Zoom, GUI Zoom (Playback Only)

30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 900,1500 Feet
10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640 Meters

0-450 Feet in 1 Foot increments
0-150 Meters in 1 Meter increments

30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 800, 1500, 2400, 3000, 6000, 15000 Feet
10, 20, 40, 80, 150, 300, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, 5000 Meters
Auto-ranging modes in all units.

Feet or Meters



B1500C Overview B1500C Overview –– Equipment Equipment 
SpecificationsSpecifications

Specifications (continued)

< 0.5 Meters; frequency and bottom type dependantShallow Water 
Operation

Up to 20 Hz, depth and operator mode dependantTransmit Rate

Periodic, External, and/or Manual (Periodic selectable in 1 minute intervals)Event Marks

Stores Depth, Navigation, and Graphic Data in ODC format (Proprietary) 
Normal and Zoom Data stored is Pixel data and can be played back and/or printedData File Output

Files can be played back and/or printed at Normal or Fast-Forward speed, with Pause and GUI 
Zoom and a Playback Scroll Bar for ease of file playback.Data File Playback

3.5KHz  - 350KHz on either ChannelFrequency Output

2KW (Pulsed) (maximum), multiple Power Level selectionsTransmit Output Power

10-30VDC Nominal Power < 60 Watts (sensor unit). AC Option AvailableInput Power

12.5” W(31.75cm) x 14”L (25.5cm) x 4.65”H (11.81cm) Bathy-1500C Sensor Unit
19”(48.26cm) x 16”(40.64cm) x 5.19”(13.2cm) Bathy-1500C 15” LCD Display

Dimensions

11lbs (4.98kg) Bathy-1500C Sensor Unit 
16lbs (7.25kg) Bathy-1500C 15” LCD Panel PC/ Display

Weight

0 to 50 degrees C Operating Temperature 0 to 95° non-condensingEnvironmental



Bathy 1500C Host Software Bathy 1500C Host Software 
�� Main WindowMain Window
�� ToolbarToolbar
�� Function Key Function Key 

ControlsControls
�� Navigation/Depth Navigation/Depth 

DisplayDisplay
�� Gain and Auto Gain and Auto 

ControlsControls
�� Range, Zoom Range, Zoom 

Range, and Shift Range, and Shift 
ControlsControls

�� Data Acquisition / Data Acquisition / 
PlaybackPlayback

�� Color Palette and Color Palette and 
Unit ControlsUnit Controls

�� File Capture StatusFile Capture Status
�� Range MarkersRange Markers
�� Mouse Mouse 

Depth/Position Depth/Position 
FieldsFields



The Toolbar ButtonsThe Toolbar Buttons



Menu BarMenu Bar

�� File MenuFile Menu
�� Start/Stop RecordingStart/Stop Recording
�� Open for PlaybackOpen for Playback
�� Capture PictureCapture Picture
�� Recent FilesRecent Files
�� ExitExit



Start RecordingStart Recording

�� Bottom Zoom Mode default notificationBottom Zoom Mode default notification



Recording Data Confirmation Recording Data Confirmation 
WindowWindow

�� ODC Data Recording ODC Data Recording 
ModeMode

�� SEGSEG--Y Data Y Data 
Recording ModeRecording Mode

�� Save ODC file as path Save ODC file as path 
selectionselection

�� Save ODC file as path Save ODC file as path 
selectionselection

�� SEGSEG--Y File Header Y File Header 
InformationInformation

�� Start Recording ODC Start Recording ODC 
Data OnlyData Only



Edit MenuEdit Menu
�� Insert Event MarkInsert Event Mark
�� Insert AnnotationInsert Annotation
�� Configure Acquisition Configure Acquisition 

ParametersParameters
�� Configure Serial PortsConfigure Serial Ports
�� Configure EventingConfigure Eventing
�� Configure Thermal PrinterConfigure Thermal Printer
�� Configure Gate LimitsConfigure Gate Limits
�� Configure ClutterConfigure Clutter
�� Configure DraftConfigure Draft
�� Configure FrequencyConfigure Frequency
�� Configure HeaveConfigure Heave



Inserting Annotations / Event Inserting Annotations / Event 
MarksMarks

�� Annotation WindowAnnotation Window

�� Configure EventingConfigure Eventing
�� Event Timing Event Timing 

Manual or PeriodicManual or Periodic
�� Annotate Annotate Event Event 

Mark With Mark With ……
Position, Speed, Position, Speed, 
Depth etcDepth etc……



Configuring Acquisition Configuring Acquisition 
ParametersParameters

�� Operating ModeOperating Mode
�� Transmit RateTransmit Rate
�� Pulse WindowPulse Window
�� Power LevelPower Level
�� Sweep BandwidthSweep Bandwidth
�� Sound VelocitySound Velocity
�� Detection ThresholdDetection Threshold



Sound Velocity CalculationsSound Velocity Calculations

�� Sound Velocity can be Sound Velocity can be 
determined by three determined by three 
methods.methods.

1.1. Sound Sound VelocimeterVelocimeter
2.2. Bar CheckBar Check
3.3. Temperature versus Temperature versus 

Salinity TableSalinity Table



Configure Serial PortsConfigure Serial Ports
NavigationNavigation

�� NavigationNavigation
�� Port SettingsPort Settings
�� NMEA positionNMEA position
�� NMEA HeadingNMEA Heading



Configure Serial Ports Data Configure Serial Ports Data 
LoggingLogging

�� Port SettingsPort Settings
�� NMEA Depth OutputNMEA Depth Output
�� DPTDPT
�� DBTDBT
�� PMCPMC
�� ODEC (All Data or ODEC (All Data or 

Depth Only formats)Depth Only formats)
�� ODCODC



Configure Serial Ports External Configure Serial Ports External 
EventingEventing

�� Port SettingsPort Settings



Configure Thermal PrinterConfigure Thermal Printer

�� Enable Thermal PrinterEnable Thermal Printer
�� Choose Thermal PrinterChoose Thermal Printer
�� Display Negative ImageDisplay Negative Image
�� Flip Raster Left/Right or Flip Raster Left/Right or 

Top/BottomTop/Bottom
�� Print Grid/Range Print Grid/Range 

MarkersMarkers
�� Print Annotations Print Annotations 

TransparentlyTransparently
�� Print Zoom Data OnlyPrint Zoom Data Only
�� Repeat Raster CountRepeat Raster Count



Configure Gate Limits Configure Gate Limits 

�� Enable Bottom Gate Enable Bottom Gate 
LimitsLimits

�� Shallow LimitShallow Limit
�� Deep LimitDeep Limit
�� Entered Limits will be Entered Limits will be 

rounded to one decimal rounded to one decimal 
place!!place!!



Clutter Setup Clutter Setup 

�� The Clutter Level setting allows The Clutter Level setting allows 
the user to dynamically adjust the user to dynamically adjust 
the color palette to eliminate low the color palette to eliminate low 
level noise in areas where the level noise in areas where the 
water is contaminated.  water is contaminated.  

�� The AUTO setting is good for The AUTO setting is good for 
most applications. most applications. 

�� Manual Clutter settings from 1 to Manual Clutter settings from 1 to 
9 can be selected to the users 9 can be selected to the users 
liking.  Level 1 permits the lowest liking.  Level 1 permits the lowest 
signal levels to be viewed and signal levels to be viewed and 
Level 9 permits only the strong Level 9 permits only the strong 
to moderate reply levels to be to moderate reply levels to be 
viewed.  viewed.  

�� The optimum values for most The optimum values for most 
applications are in the 4applications are in the 4--6 range.6 range.



Configure Draft Configure Draft 
�� Allows the user to Allows the user to 

compensate all sounding compensate all sounding 
data for transducer location data for transducer location 
and ship's draft. User and ship's draft. User 
entered value.entered value.

�� The Transducer Draft value The Transducer Draft value 
is determined by measuring is determined by measuring 
the distance from the the distance from the 
waterline to the face of the waterline to the face of the 
transducer.transducer.

�� This measurement provides This measurement provides 
an offset which can be used an offset which can be used 
to determine the water depth to determine the water depth 
below the surface or the below the surface or the 
depth below the transducer.depth below the transducer.



Configure Heave Configure Heave 

�� For high resolution survey requirements the heave For high resolution survey requirements the heave 
input is used to correct the digitized depth values input is used to correct the digitized depth values 
and the real time sounding data for the vertical and the real time sounding data for the vertical 
motion of the vessel.  The instantaneous Heave value motion of the vessel.  The instantaneous Heave value 
is displayed on the system status bar and is stored in is displayed on the system status bar and is stored in 
the ODC file.the ODC file.



Configure FrequencyConfigure Frequency

�� Allows the user to Allows the user to 
select the frequencies select the frequencies 
used for each channel used for each channel 
of operation.of operation.

�� Please note that this Please note that this 
function is usually function is usually 
factory configured at factory configured at 
the time of order.the time of order.



User PreferencesUser Preferences
�� Playback files Playback files 

continuously (restart at continuously (restart at 
end of file)end of file)

�� Time Display Selection Time Display Selection 
–– User can select User can select 
Displaying Local or Displaying Local or 
UTC Time.UTC Time.

�� Alarm Count which is a Alarm Count which is a 
threshold on which if threshold on which if 
the bottom is lost for a the bottom is lost for a 
user selectable number user selectable number 
of pings the Bathyof pings the Bathy--
1500C will then signal; 1500C will then signal; 
bottom lost.bottom lost.



View MenuView Menu
�� ToolbarToolbar
�� Status BarStatus Bar
�� Enable GUI ZoomEnable GUI Zoom
�� Passive PingerPassive Pinger
�� CH. 1CH. 1-- SelectionSelection
�� CH. 2CH. 2-- SelectionSelection
�� DualDual
�� Normal (No Zoom)Normal (No Zoom)
�� Bottom ZoomBottom Zoom
�� Bottom Lock ZoomBottom Lock Zoom
�� Marker ZoomMarker Zoom
�� Diagnostic View…Diagnostic View…



Zoom Modes Zoom Modes 

�� Enable GUI ZoomEnable GUI Zoom
�� This option allows the user to digitally scale bottom data from This option allows the user to digitally scale bottom data from a a 

playback file and can function as a manual zoom.playback file and can function as a manual zoom.



Display ModesDisplay Modes

�� There are 4 display modes available with BathyThere are 4 display modes available with Bathy--1500C software, including 3 1500C software, including 3 
Zoom modes, and 1 without any zoom. Zoom modes, and 1 without any zoom. 

�� NormalNormal
�� Bottom ZoomBottom Zoom
�� Bottom Lock ZoomBottom Lock Zoom
�� Marker ZoomMarker Zoom



Bottom Zoom ModeBottom Zoom Mode

�� When selected, this mode will split the viewing area in half.  TWhen selected, this mode will split the viewing area in half.  The left side will be he left side will be 
used to show zoom information, and the right side for normal botused to show zoom information, and the right side for normal bottom data. tom data. 

�� Bottom Zoom mode centers the zoom display around the current depBottom Zoom mode centers the zoom display around the current depth allowing th allowing 
you to follow it up and down the water column at a high resolutiyou to follow it up and down the water column at a high resolution.  In addition, on.  In addition, 
the user can use the Zoom Range Control to zoom in or out.  the user can use the Zoom Range Control to zoom in or out.  

�� The Zoom Range value represents the zoom range in whichever unitThe Zoom Range value represents the zoom range in whichever units are s are 
currently selected.  When the zoom window moves up or down to trcurrently selected.  When the zoom window moves up or down to track the ack the 
bottom, it does so in Zoom Range / 2 increments.bottom, it does so in Zoom Range / 2 increments.



Bottom Lock ZoomBottom Lock Zoom ModeMode

�� This mode functions the same way as Bottom Zoom, however it This mode functions the same way as Bottom Zoom, however it 
does not show the bottom moving through the water column.  does not show the bottom moving through the water column.  
Instead, it will lock the bottom to the upper portion of the zooInstead, it will lock the bottom to the upper portion of the zoom m 
view so that the user may continuously monitor subview so that the user may continuously monitor sub--bottom bottom 
information. information. 



Marker Zoom Marker Zoom ModeMode

�� Like in the other modes, Marker Zoom provides a highLike in the other modes, Marker Zoom provides a high--resolution zoomed resolution zoomed 
view of the water column, however in this mode, the user can speview of the water column, however in this mode, the user can specify cify 
where in the water column the zoom range will begin.  This is where in the water column the zoom range will begin.  This is 
accomplished by dragging the marker zoom bar up or down the normaccomplished by dragging the marker zoom bar up or down the normal al 
view scale bar to the point you want the zoom range to begin.  Tview scale bar to the point you want the zoom range to begin.  The start of he start of 
the zoom range can be observed at the top of the zoom window whithe zoom range can be observed at the top of the zoom window while you le you 
drag the marker zoom bar, but the marker zoom isndrag the marker zoom bar, but the marker zoom isn’’t set until the mouse t set until the mouse 
button is released.button is released.



Help MenuHelp Menu

�� This menu includes a software Help guide along with an About This menu includes a software Help guide along with an About 
BathyBathy--1500C option. Clicking it will display a window with 1500C option. Clicking it will display a window with 
information such as the Bathyinformation such as the Bathy--1500C1500C’’s software version and s software version and 
SyQwest, Inc.SyQwest, Inc.’’s company information. In addition, the software s company information. In addition, the software 
will request and display Hardware/Firmware version information will request and display Hardware/Firmware version information 
from the Bathyfrom the Bathy--1500C1500C’’s DSP to ensure it is connected and s DSP to ensure it is connected and 
communicating properly.communicating properly.



Theory of OperationTheory of Operation
The BathyThe Bathy--1500C system is configured as a flexible 1500C system is configured as a flexible 
acoustic measurement sensor device capable of acoustic measurement sensor device capable of 
providing an excellent solution for both shallow providing an excellent solution for both shallow 
water and deep water hydrographic applications. water and deep water hydrographic applications. 
Both applications make use of the appropriate signal Both applications make use of the appropriate signal 
processing features to perform accurate and reliable processing features to perform accurate and reliable 
bottom digitizing. The Bathybottom digitizing. The Bathy--1500C makes use of 1500C makes use of 
sophisticated algorithms for first/peak bottom echo sophisticated algorithms for first/peak bottom echo 
detection, automatic mode controls for: receiver detection, automatic mode controls for: receiver 
gain, bottom tracking, pulse length and power level gain, bottom tracking, pulse length and power level 
controls greatly reduce the probability of inaccurate controls greatly reduce the probability of inaccurate 
bottom detection/tracking. bottom detection/tracking. 



Bathy 1500C InstallationBathy 1500C Installation

1.1. BathyBathy--1500C Sensor Unit1500C Sensor Unit
2.2. BathyBathy--1500C Panel 1500C Panel 

PC/Display UnitPC/Display Unit
3.3. BathyBathy--1500C 1500C 

Transducer(s) AssemblyTransducer(s) Assembly
4.4. BathyBathy--1500C Cables 1500C Cables 

(Power, Data, Transducer)(Power, Data, Transducer)
5.5. 1010--30 Volt DC Power 30 Volt DC Power 

Source (60 Watts)Source (60 Watts)
6.6. Transducer Mounting Transducer Mounting 

HardwareHardware

The Bathy 1500C system 
installation is comprised of 
the following items.



Bathy 1500C System Bathy 1500C System 
Interconnection DiagramInterconnection Diagram



Getting StartedGetting Started
�� Unpacking and InspectionUnpacking and Inspection

Use care when unpacking the unit from the shipping Use care when unpacking the unit from the shipping 
carton to prevent damage to the contents. It is also carton to prevent damage to the contents. It is also 
recommended that the carton and the interior packing recommended that the carton and the interior packing 
material be saved even after the unit has been installed on material be saved even after the unit has been installed on 
the vessel. In the unlikely event that it is necessary to the vessel. In the unlikely event that it is necessary to 
return the unit to the factory, the original carton and return the unit to the factory, the original carton and 
packing material should be used. Verify that all parts packing material should be used. Verify that all parts 
described in the next section have been shipped with the described in the next section have been shipped with the 
unit.unit.



Basic Equipment Basic Equipment 
�� The following (Table 6The following (Table 6--1) is a list of the basic equipment 1) is a list of the basic equipment 

supplied with the Bathysupplied with the Bathy--1500C Hydrographic Echo Sounder.1500C Hydrographic Echo Sounder.

Table 6-1 Basic Equipment List



Transducers, Accessories Transducers, Accessories 
and Options and Options 

�� To complete the BathyTo complete the Bathy--1500C Hydrographic system solution the user needs 1500C Hydrographic system solution the user needs 
to select the desired transducer(s) for the intended applicationto select the desired transducer(s) for the intended application. The list below . The list below 
shows the most common transducers sold with the Bathyshows the most common transducers sold with the Bathy--1500C.  Contact 1500C.  Contact 
SyQwest with any questions or issues regarding the optimum transSyQwest with any questions or issues regarding the optimum transducer ducer 
configuration for your application.  The other listed items are configuration for your application.  The other listed items are available to available to 
complement and enhance the operation of the Bathycomplement and enhance the operation of the Bathy--1500C echosounder. 1500C echosounder. 
Please contact your authorized SyQwest distributor or visit our Please contact your authorized SyQwest distributor or visit our web site for web site for 
information and assistance in obtaining any of these items.information and assistance in obtaining any of these items.



Transducers (Dimensions & Mounting)Transducers (Dimensions & Mounting)

(Transducer drawings and specifications are for reference only (Transducer drawings and specifications are for reference only 
and are subject to change; please contact SYQWEST for and are subject to change; please contact SYQWEST for 

current transducer information.) For more transducers, please current transducer information.) For more transducers, please 
contact us.contact us.

For installation suggestions, please visit our website For installation suggestions, please visit our website 
http://www.syqwestinc.com/http://www.syqwestinc.com/



Optional TransducersOptional Transducers
�� P/N P04816 Transducer P/N P04816 Transducer 

33/210khz33/210khz

Resonant Frequency: 33/210 KHz.

Nominal Impedance: 60/60 ohms

Beamwidth (@ 3 dB point): 33khz  23°°°° 210khz 8°°°°

Cable: 30 feet C44 (with plug)

Housing Material: Urethane 

Stem Stainless Steel ½ 14NPS Thread

Weight: 11 lbs (5 kg)



Optional Transducers Optional Transducers (continued)(continued)

�� P/N P04817 Transducer P/N P04817 Transducer 
50/210khz50/210khz

Resonant Frequency: 50/210 KHz.

Nominal Impedance: 60/60 ohms

Beamwidth (@ 3 dB point): 33khz  18°°°° 210khz 8°°°°

Cable: 30 feet C44 (with plug)

Housing Material: Urethane 

Stem Stainless Steel ½ 14NPS Thread

Weight: 11 lbs (5 kg)



Optional Transducers Optional Transducers (continued)(continued)

�� P/N P04515 Transducer  P/N P04515 Transducer  
210khz 8 Deg 210khz 8 Deg 

Resonant Frequency: 210 KHz. (nominal) 

Nominal Impedance: 60 ohms

Beamwidth (@ 3 dB point): 8 degrees

Cable: 30 feet (with plug to 
mate with recorder)

Housing Material: Stainless Steel (with 
urethane acoustic 
window)

Piezo Material: Barium Titanate



Optional Transducers Optional Transducers (continued)(continued)

�� P/N P04517 Transducer P/N P04517 Transducer 
50khz 18 Deg50khz 18 Deg

Resonant Frequency: 50 KHz. (nominal) 

Nominal Impedance: 60 ohms

Beamwidth (@ 3 dB point): 18 degrees

Cable: 30 feet (with plug to 
mate with plug)

Housing Material: Brass (with urethane 
acoustic window)         

Piezo Material: Barium Titanate



Optional Transducers Optional Transducers (continued)(continued)

�� P/N P00438 Transducer P/N P00438 Transducer 
24khz24khz

Resonant Frequency: 24 KHz. (nominal) 

Nominal Impedance: 60 ohms

Beamwidth (@ 3 dB point): 20 degrees

Cable: 30 feet (with plug to 
mate with plug)

Housing Material: Urethane 

Weight: 17 lbs (8 kg)



Optional Transducers Optional Transducers (continued)(continued)

�� P/N P02601 Transducer P/N P02601 Transducer 
12/200khz12/200khz

Mounting: Tank or External (Pod/Plate)

Housing: SEALCAST™ urethane  

Standard cable type: C-44 shielded twisted pairs 
with braided shield, black neoprene jacket, 10mm 
(13/32") diameter  

Cable Length: 9m

Weight: 21.3kg (47 lbs.)  

Installation kit (stainless steel nuts and bolts with 
foam plugs) included  

Beam Width: 12Khz 25°x 32°, 200Khz 8°

Rated RMS power: 12Khz 4200W, 200Khz 600W

Impedance: 12Khz 60 ohms, 200Khz 50 
ohms



Optional Transducers Optional Transducers (continued)(continued)

�� P/N P02601 Transducer P/N P02601 Transducer 
12/200khz12/200khz

Mounting: Tank or External (Pod/Plate)

Housing: SEALCAST™ urethane  

Standard cable type: C-44 shielded twisted pairs 
with braided shield, black neoprene jacket, 10mm 
(13/32") diameter  

Cable Length: 9m

Weight: 21.3kg (47 lbs.)  

Installation kit (stainless steel nuts and bolts with 
foam plugs) included  

Beam Width: 12Khz 25°x 32°, 200Khz 8°

Rated RMS power: 12Khz 4200W, 200Khz 600W

Impedance: 12Khz 60 ohms, 200Khz 50 
ohms



Installing the BathyInstalling the Bathy--1500C 1500C 
ElectronicsElectronics

�� Selecting a Location for the ElectronicsSelecting a Location for the Electronics
The BathyThe Bathy--1500C Sensor Unit is designed for portable, marine applications 1500C Sensor Unit is designed for portable, marine applications but maybe but maybe 

used in permanent installations as well.  The user must determinused in permanent installations as well.  The user must determine if the Bathye if the Bathy--
1500C Sensor Unit is to be mounted on the vessel or just placed 1500C Sensor Unit is to be mounted on the vessel or just placed in a convenient in a convenient 
place onplace on--board the vessel.  Either way the appropriate location for the uboard the vessel.  Either way the appropriate location for the unit needs nit needs 
to be determined.  The following considerations should be investto be determined.  The following considerations should be investigated before igated before 
deciding upon a location:deciding upon a location:

1. Panel PC Display Unit 1. Panel PC Display Unit -- Select the optimum place where data may be viewed.Select the optimum place where data may be viewed.
2. Cable Lengths.2. Cable Lengths. -- Data and Power Cable lengths are 10 feet. Thus, the Sensor UnitData and Power Cable lengths are 10 feet. Thus, the Sensor Unit

must be installed within 10 feet of both the user supplied Persomust be installed within 10 feet of both the user supplied Personal Computer and nal Computer and 
a 10a 10--30VDC Power Source. The unit must also provide adequate access f30VDC Power Source. The unit must also provide adequate access for or 
cabling termination without binding, and allow suitable space focabling termination without binding, and allow suitable space for servicing the r servicing the 
equipment.  (If necessary, the data cable may be extended beyondequipment.  (If necessary, the data cable may be extended beyond 10 feet.) 10 feet.) 

3. Water Resistance.3. Water Resistance. -- The unit is NOT watertight or splash proof.The unit is NOT watertight or splash proof.
4. Environmental.4. Environmental. -- The operating temperature is The operating temperature is ––25C to +60C.25C to +60C.



Mounting the Sensor UnitMounting the Sensor Unit
The Sensor unit may be mounted either The Sensor unit may be mounted either 

horizontally or vertically.  The slotted horizontally or vertically.  The slotted 
mounting holes make installation in mounting holes make installation in 
hard to reach areas easier, but be sure hard to reach areas easier, but be sure 
to tighten all mounting hardware to tighten all mounting hardware 
securely.  Insure that adequate room securely.  Insure that adequate room 
is left for installing and removing the is left for installing and removing the 
cable connections.  Also, verify that cable connections.  Also, verify that 
the power switch is easily accessible the power switch is easily accessible 
and that the Power status indicator is and that the Power status indicator is 
visible.  Other considerations include visible.  Other considerations include 
having adequate space for facilitating having adequate space for facilitating 
the cable installation, and having the cable installation, and having 
sufficient clean air exchange to satisfy sufficient clean air exchange to satisfy 
ventilation requirements. ventilation requirements. 



Mounting the BathyMounting the Bathy--1500C 1500C 
Display UnitDisplay Unit

The unit may be mounted either The unit may be mounted either 
panel mount, bulkhead mount, or panel mount, bulkhead mount, or 
rack mounted.  The display has rack mounted.  The display has 
simple to use, attached mounting simple to use, attached mounting 
clips on the rear of the display that clips on the rear of the display that 
can be loosened and spun to can be loosened and spun to 
attach the display to panel mount attach the display to panel mount 
or bulkhead mount, an optional or bulkhead mount, an optional 
rackmount panel kit is required to rackmount panel kit is required to 
rackmount the unit. Be sure to rackmount the unit. Be sure to 
tighten all mounting hardware tighten all mounting hardware 
securely.  Other considerations securely.  Other considerations 
include having adequate space for include having adequate space for 
facilitating the cable installation, facilitating the cable installation, 
and having sufficient clean air and having sufficient clean air 
exchange to satisfy ventilation exchange to satisfy ventilation 
requirements.requirements.



Installing the BathyInstalling the Bathy--1500C 1500C 
Transducer(s) Transducer(s) 

�� General TransducerGeneral Transducer
�� The BathyThe Bathy--1500C is offered equipped with a single frequency or dual freque1500C is offered equipped with a single frequency or dual frequency ncy 

transducer that is designed for portable, overtransducer that is designed for portable, over--thethe--side mount applications.  It may side mount applications.  It may 
also be used in permanent installations.  Before installing the also be used in permanent installations.  Before installing the transducer, the transducer, the 
installer should read and understand the appropriate section belinstaller should read and understand the appropriate section below to insure that ow to insure that 
all of the installation issues are considered.all of the installation issues are considered.

� Selecting a Location for the TransducerSelecting a Location for the Transducer

�� The location of the transducer is very important for maintaininThe location of the transducer is very important for maintaining reliable bottom g reliable bottom 
tracking and optimum performance of the equipment.  Avoid instaltracking and optimum performance of the equipment.  Avoid installing transducers in ling transducers in 
locations where the transducer will be subjected to turbulent walocations where the transducer will be subjected to turbulent water, air bubbles, or ter, air bubbles, or 
vibration.  The best clear water location on most vessels meetinvibration.  The best clear water location on most vessels meeting these criteria is g these criteria is 
approximately 1/3 the length of the vessel, aft from the bow.approximately 1/3 the length of the vessel, aft from the bow.



Selecting a Location for the Selecting a Location for the 
TransducerTransducer

�� The location of the transducer is very important for The location of the transducer is very important for 
maintaining reliable bottom tracking and optimum maintaining reliable bottom tracking and optimum 
performance of the equipment.  Avoid installing performance of the equipment.  Avoid installing 
transducers in locations where the transducer will be transducers in locations where the transducer will be 
subjected to turbulent water, air bubbles, or vibration.  subjected to turbulent water, air bubbles, or vibration.  
The best clear water location on most vessels meeting The best clear water location on most vessels meeting 
these criteria is approximately 1/3 the length of the these criteria is approximately 1/3 the length of the 
vessel, aft from the bow.vessel, aft from the bow.



Handling Transducers Handling Transducers 
�� The transducer is the heart of the BathyThe transducer is the heart of the Bathy--1500C system and, in spite of its 1500C system and, in spite of its 

appearance and size, is a delicate instrument.  Although it is dappearance and size, is a delicate instrument.  Although it is designed to be in esigned to be in 
contact with and survive tough marine environments, it should nocontact with and survive tough marine environments, it should not be dropped t be dropped 
or mishandled during the installation.  Caution is advised when or mishandled during the installation.  Caution is advised when handling the handling the 
transducer to prevent any damage to the transducer face or radiatransducer to prevent any damage to the transducer face or radiating surface.ting surface.

�� The transducer and mounting assembly should be as clean and smooThe transducer and mounting assembly should be as clean and smooth as th as 
possible so the path of the sounding energy is uninterrupted.  Tpossible so the path of the sounding energy is uninterrupted.  The transducer he transducer 
face must not be painted with lead based bottom paint.  In portaface must not be painted with lead based bottom paint.  In portable ble 
applications the transducer and mounting assembly should be cleaapplications the transducer and mounting assembly should be cleaned with ned with 
fresh water after use.fresh water after use.

�� WARNING:WARNING: Do not expose the transducer to any solvents when cleaning Do not expose the transducer to any solvents when cleaning 
any excess sealants.  Strong solvents may damage the face of theany excess sealants.  Strong solvents may damage the face of the
transducer.transducer.

�� Also, when handling the transducer, avoid lifting or pulling on Also, when handling the transducer, avoid lifting or pulling on the transducer the transducer 
cable.  Although the cable appears thick and substantial, the incable.  Although the cable appears thick and substantial, the internal cable ternal cable 
wiring could be damaged by stress from the sheer weight of the twiring could be damaged by stress from the sheer weight of the transducer and ransducer and 
cause a malfunction at the most inopportune time.cause a malfunction at the most inopportune time.



Portable Transducer InstallationPortable Transducer Installation
�� Portable installations of the BathyPortable installations of the Bathy--1500C transducer for most survey vessels will be of the over1500C transducer for most survey vessels will be of the over--

thethe--side pipe mount type.  This type of installation is achieved witside pipe mount type.  This type of installation is achieved with the following list of materials: h the following list of materials: 
(* denotes optional items, not supplied with standard system)(* denotes optional items, not supplied with standard system)

Part Number Item Quantity

* P04515 Bathy-1500C Transducer, 200Khz 10 deg 1

* P01735 Over the Side Mount (OTSM) Assembly  (for P04515 above)(Or can be user 

supplied pipe mount described below)

1 Kit

User Supplied Silicone grease or petroleum jelly (Vaseline®) 1

User Supplied Pipe coupling to attach to transducer 1

User Supplied Pipe with threads to match the pipe coupling and length to give proper transducer 

depth

1

User Supplied Pipe coupling adapter 1

User Supplied Support Lines or cables (fore/aft) 2

User Supplied Pipe Clamps to affix the Pipe to the 4x4 1 (or 2)

User Supplied Pressure Treated 4x4x (Ship’s Beam Width + 2 feet) 1

User Supplied Large “C” Clamps to affix the 4x4 across the beam of the vessel 2

User Supplied Protective Pads or Carpet Remnants 2

User Supplied Mild Household Detergent (i.e., dishwashing liquid) 1



Over the side mounted transducer installation Over the side mounted transducer installation 

example:example:

CAUTION:CAUTION: Never pull, carry or Never pull, carry or 
hold the transducer by the cable as hold the transducer by the cable as 
this may sever internal connections.this may sever internal connections.

Over The Side Transducer MountingOver The Side Transducer Mounting
(Example mount shown as reference only)(Example mount shown as reference only)



Portable Transducer MaintenancePortable Transducer Maintenance

Aquatic growth can accumulate rapidly on the transducer's surfacAquatic growth can accumulate rapidly on the transducer's surface e 
reducing its performance in weeks. Clean the surface, keeping itreducing its performance in weeks. Clean the surface, keeping it free of free of 
marine growth and petroleum residue, with a soft cloth and mild marine growth and petroleum residue, with a soft cloth and mild 
household detergent. Inspect the cable periodically for kinks, ahousehold detergent. Inspect the cable periodically for kinks, abrasions brasions 
and cuts. Repair any damage using an approved waterproofing cabland cuts. Repair any damage using an approved waterproofing cable e 
repair system. Inspect connections for indications of corrosion.repair system. Inspect connections for indications of corrosion.

WARNING:WARNING: NEVER USE SOLVENTS!  NEVER USE SOLVENTS!  

Certain cleaners, gasoline, paint, sealants and othCertain cleaners, gasoline, paint, sealants and other products er products 
may contain strong solvents, such as acetone, which can attack mmay contain strong solvents, such as acetone, which can attack many any 
plastics dramatically reducing their strength. Clean surface of plastics dramatically reducing their strength. Clean surface of 
transducer with a mild detergent only.transducer with a mild detergent only.



Permanent Transducer InstallationPermanent Transducer Installation
For some applications it may be necessary and/or convenient to For some applications it may be necessary and/or convenient to mount the Bathymount the Bathy--1500C Transducer 1500C Transducer 
permanently in the hull of the vessel.  Due to the construction permanently in the hull of the vessel.  Due to the construction of the Bathyof the Bathy--1500C Transducer it may be 1500C Transducer it may be 
directly affixed to the hull of the vessel.  A Seachest Installadirectly affixed to the hull of the vessel.  A Seachest Installation can be used, but is not required.  tion can be used, but is not required.  
Guidelines for performing a Seachest installation are described Guidelines for performing a Seachest installation are described in the following sections.in the following sections.

Seachest Transducer InstallationSeachest Transducer Installation

Interior Seachest installations are best suited for solid fibergInterior Seachest installations are best suited for solid fiberglass hulls to permit a minimum attenuation lass hulls to permit a minimum attenuation 
of acoustic reply signals.  Hulls of other type material types mof acoustic reply signals.  Hulls of other type material types may be considered but most other hull types ay be considered but most other hull types 
will require that awill require that a Seachest design be built into the hull with an acoustic window aSeachest design be built into the hull with an acoustic window across the face of the cross the face of the 
enclosure (i.e. a significant hole must be cut out of the hull).enclosure (i.e. a significant hole must be cut out of the hull).

Inside mounting to the hull does minimize drag to allow faster sInside mounting to the hull does minimize drag to allow faster survey speeds, however, loss of urvey speeds, however, loss of 
performance may result due to the attenuation loss in the hull. performance may result due to the attenuation loss in the hull. 

Locate the transducer where the hull is solid fiberglass resin tLocate the transducer where the hull is solid fiberglass resin to maximize sound transmission. Do not o maximize sound transmission. Do not 
locate over balsa wood core material. Consult the hull manufactulocate over balsa wood core material. Consult the hull manufacturer if you are unsure of the core rer if you are unsure of the core 
material or the best location. Never bond large resin housings dmaterial or the best location. Never bond large resin housings directly to the hull; always use a liquidirectly to the hull; always use a liquid--
filled box.filled box.

In any permanent installation the intended final configuration sIn any permanent installation the intended final configuration should be tested before it is implemented, hould be tested before it is implemented, 
if possible.if possible.

For more information regarding the installation of a Seachest orFor more information regarding the installation of a Seachest or other permanent transducer mount, other permanent transducer mount, 
refer to our website at refer to our website at http://www.syqwestinc.comhttp://www.syqwestinc.com , or contact us directly., or contact us directly.



BathyBathy--1500C Sensor Unit Electrical 1500C Sensor Unit Electrical 
Connections Connections 

WARNING:WARNING: Be sure to turn the vessel power off at the main switchboard beBe sure to turn the vessel power off at the main switchboard before proceeding with fore proceeding with 
the installation.  If power is left on or turned on during the ithe installation.  If power is left on or turned on during the installation, then fire, electrical shock or nstallation, then fire, electrical shock or 
other serious injury may occur.other serious injury may occur.

There are a minimum of 3 connections that need to be made to theThere are a minimum of 3 connections that need to be made to the BathyBathy--1500C Sensor Unit and the PC for the 1500C Sensor Unit and the PC for the 
system function properly.  The user also has the option of connesystem function properly.  The user also has the option of connecting GPS, Heave Sensor, Hydrographic Software cting GPS, Heave Sensor, Hydrographic Software 
Package and/or a Thermal Printer.  The sections below describe tPackage and/or a Thermal Printer.  The sections below describe the connection details for each.he connection details for each.

All electrical connections to the BathyAll electrical connections to the Bathy--1500C Sensor unit are to the side of the unit.  Refer to the sec1500C Sensor unit are to the side of the unit.  Refer to the sections on each tions on each 
individual connector for information on connector type, recommenindividual connector for information on connector type, recommended cable and wiring specifics.ded cable and wiring specifics.



BathyBathy--1500C System Cables 1500C System Cables 
The transducer connections for the BathyThe transducer connections for the Bathy--1500C will vary depending upon the needs of the 1500C will vary depending upon the needs of the 
customer.  In some applications (small boats, temporary installacustomer.  In some applications (small boats, temporary installations) the Transducer(s) will tions) the Transducer(s) will 
have the connector attached to the cable at the SyQwest manufacthave the connector attached to the cable at the SyQwest manufacturing facility, if requested. In uring facility, if requested. In 
more complicated installations, the transducer connectors will bmore complicated installations, the transducer connectors will be supplied in kits along with e supplied in kits along with 
optional Junction boxes, and extension cables. This provides moroptional Junction boxes, and extension cables. This provides more flexibility to the user for e flexibility to the user for 
running cables and terminating the wires as needed.  The Transdurunning cables and terminating the wires as needed.  The Transducer cables, kits, and junction cer cables, kits, and junction 
boxes are all listed in Table below.  Note, that these additionaboxes are all listed in Table below.  Note, that these additional items are to be purchased or l items are to be purchased or 
supplied as required by the customer, so most but not all items supplied as required by the customer, so most but not all items are necessarily included in the are necessarily included in the 
BathyBathy--1500C system.1500C system.



BathyBathy--1500C DC Power Connection 1500C DC Power Connection ––J1J1
Before installing the power connection to the unit, the installeBefore installing the power connection to the unit, the installer must first insure that the DC power r must first insure that the DC power 
source is in the range of 10source is in the range of 10--30VDC and is capable of providing 50 watts of power to the unit.30VDC and is capable of providing 50 watts of power to the unit. The The 
power source should also be able to provide an initial inpower source should also be able to provide an initial in--rush current greater than 50 watts.  Due to the rush current greater than 50 watts.  Due to the 
high power amplifiers in the Bathyhigh power amplifiers in the Bathy--1500C product, it is generally better to power the system with a1500C product, it is generally better to power the system with a
voltage that is greater than 20VDC if possible (lower current) avoltage that is greater than 20VDC if possible (lower current) although a 12V Battery will work fine lthough a 12V Battery will work fine 
with the system.  The Bathywith the system.  The Bathy--1500C Sensor unit is reverse polarity and over1500C Sensor unit is reverse polarity and over--voltage protected, however, voltage protected, however, 
it is always required that the power mains be turned off during it is always required that the power mains be turned off during system wiring for both personal and system wiring for both personal and 
equipment safety.equipment safety.

The Power Cable supplied with the system is 10 feet long, and inThe Power Cable supplied with the system is 10 feet long, and includes 3 conductors.  The wires in the cludes 3 conductors.  The wires in the 
power cable must be connected as follows:power cable must be connected as follows:

REDRED –– Positive DC Voltage (Fused Lead), DC IN+Positive DC Voltage (Fused Lead), DC IN+

BLACK BLACK –– Negative DC Return, DC INNegative DC Return, DC IN--

WHITE (GREEN) WHITE (GREEN) –– Earth Ground, SHLDEarth Ground, SHLD

The DC Voltage lead includes a 10 Amp inThe DC Voltage lead includes a 10 Amp in--line Fuse.  In the unlikely event that the fuse is blown it line Fuse.  In the unlikely event that the fuse is blown it 
should be replaced with a fuse of the same amperage.  Installingshould be replaced with a fuse of the same amperage.  Installing an incorrect fuse can result in damage an incorrect fuse can result in damage 
or fire to the unit if it is not operating properly.or fire to the unit if it is not operating properly.



BathyBathy--1500C Data Interface Connection 1500C Data Interface Connection ––J2J2

The Data Interface cable supplied with the BathyThe Data Interface cable supplied with the Bathy--1500C is 10 feet long.  It is a standard CAT5 1500C is 10 feet long.  It is a standard CAT5 
Ethernet cable and should interface to any Ethernet port on a stEthernet cable and should interface to any Ethernet port on a standard PC.  The user will need andard PC.  The user will need 
to setup the Ethernet port on the computer to support the fixed to setup the Ethernet port on the computer to support the fixed IP address associated with the IP address associated with the 
BathyBathy--1500C.  Refer to the PC Software and Setup Section for instructi1500C.  Refer to the PC Software and Setup Section for instructions on how to ons on how to 
configure the PC Ethernet Port for operation with the Bathyconfigure the PC Ethernet Port for operation with the Bathy--1500C.1500C.

If the 10 foot length of cable is not enough, the Data InterfaceIf the 10 foot length of cable is not enough, the Data Interface Cable may be extended by using Cable may be extended by using 
an extension cable or a longer CAT5 cable can be purchased localan extension cable or a longer CAT5 cable can be purchased locally. ly. 



BathyBathy--1500C Transducer Connection J9, J111500C Transducer Connection J9, J11
The BathyThe Bathy--1500C transducer connector is either hardwired directly to the t1500C transducer connector is either hardwired directly to the transducer or connected to ransducer or connected to 
the transducer through a Junction Box.the transducer through a Junction Box.

The standard transducer cable is 30 feet in length and has 2 conThe standard transducer cable is 30 feet in length and has 2 conductors along with a shield thus, 3 ductors along with a shield thus, 3 
connections are necessary for termination.  Due to the wire AWG connections are necessary for termination.  Due to the wire AWG variations for different transducers, variations for different transducers, 
a 7 and or 10 pin connector will be used to connect the transduca 7 and or 10 pin connector will be used to connect the transducer to the Bathyer to the Bathy--1500C Sensor Unit. The 1500C Sensor Unit. The 
appropriate mating connector(s) will be supplied with the Bathyappropriate mating connector(s) will be supplied with the Bathy--1500C System. Only 3 of the pins on 1500C System. Only 3 of the pins on 
the connector are wired to the unit, both wiring types are shownthe connector are wired to the unit, both wiring types are shown below.  They are defined as:below.  They are defined as:

WHITE (or BLUE) WHITE (or BLUE) Transducer +Transducer +

BLACK (or BROWN) BLACK (or BROWN) Transducer Transducer ––

GREEN GREEN Transducer ShieldTransducer Shield

The Transducer Connector on the Sensor Unit is shown below The Transducer Connector on the Sensor Unit is shown below 



Heave Input J4 and Firmware Download Heave Input J4 and Firmware Download 
Connection Connection –– J6  Audio Output Channel 1(J8) J6  Audio Output Channel 1(J8) 

and Channel 2 (J10) and Channel 2 (J10) 
The Heave input connection for the BathyThe Heave input connection for the Bathy--1500C system is made via the 9 pin D connector, J4 1500C system is made via the 9 pin D connector, J4 
on the Bathyon the Bathy--1500C Sensor Unit.  The interface is a standard RS1500C Sensor Unit.  The interface is a standard RS--232 connection running at 232 connection running at 
19.2KBaud.  The Heave connection will require a user supplied 9 19.2KBaud.  The Heave connection will require a user supplied 9 Pin D to 9 Pin D serial Pin D to 9 Pin D serial 
connection cable.connection cable.

The Firmware download connection for the BathyThe Firmware download connection for the Bathy--1500C system is made via the 9 pin D 1500C system is made via the 9 pin D 
connector, J6 on the Bathyconnector, J6 on the Bathy--1500C Sensor Unit.  The interface is a standard RS1500C Sensor Unit.  The interface is a standard RS--232 connection 232 connection 
running at 115.2KBaud.  The Firmware Download connection will rerunning at 115.2KBaud.  The Firmware Download connection will require a user supplied 9 Pin quire a user supplied 9 Pin 
D to 9 Pin D serial connection cable.  Further instructions on pD to 9 Pin D serial connection cable.  Further instructions on performing a Firmware download erforming a Firmware download 
are provided Firmware Flasher section of this manual.are provided Firmware Flasher section of this manual.

The Audio output for each channel provides an analog signal thatThe Audio output for each channel provides an analog signal that represents the raw analog represents the raw analog 
signal present at the A/D Converter in the system.  Bathysignal present at the A/D Converter in the system.  Bathy--1500C users can use this output for a 1500C users can use this output for a 
variety of purposes but is most useful to investigate operationavariety of purposes but is most useful to investigate operational issues and also can be connected l issues and also can be connected 
to allow the logging of raw data from the system.to allow the logging of raw data from the system.



BathyBathy--1500C Host PC Electrical Connections1500C Host PC Electrical Connections
GPS ConnectionGPS Connection

�� Connecting a GPS or other Navigation Connecting a GPS or other Navigation 
input to the PC running the Bathyinput to the PC running the Bathy--
1500C1500C�������� software allows the user to software allows the user to 
store and annotate Date, Time, Position, store and annotate Date, Time, Position, 
and Heading information to the and Heading information to the 
Acoustic data returns.Acoustic data returns.

�� The BathyThe Bathy--1500C PC Software supports 1500C PC Software supports 
the NMEA 0183 protocol on a COM the NMEA 0183 protocol on a COM 
port that is software selectable by the port that is software selectable by the 
user.  When selecting a PC to use with user.  When selecting a PC to use with 
the Bathythe Bathy--1500C system the user should 1500C system the user should 
ensure that PC hardware supports ensure that PC hardware supports 
multiple COM Ports if a Navigation multiple COM Ports if a Navigation 
input is desired. For Portableinput is desired. For Portable PCPC’’ss, a , a 
PCMCIA COM port card can often be PCMCIA COM port card can often be 
used to provide a 2used to provide a 2ndnd COM port.COM port.

�� The user should refer to the GPS The user should refer to the GPS 
NMEA 0183 output connection NMEA 0183 output connection 
information in their GPS Manual as information in their GPS Manual as 
well as the PC COM port wiring well as the PC COM port wiring 
information in their PC Manual to information in their PC Manual to 
insure that the Navigation input is insure that the Navigation input is 
wired correctly.wired correctly.



BathyBathy--1500C Depth Data Output & External 1500C Depth Data Output & External 
Event ConnectionsEvent Connections

The BathyThe Bathy--1500C PC Host application software also supports serial port con1500C PC Host application software also supports serial port connections for nections for 
the Depth Data output and External Event input that are typical the Depth Data output and External Event input that are typical associated with associated with 
interfacing to Hydrographic Software packages (i.e. Hypack Max, interfacing to Hydrographic Software packages (i.e. Hypack Max, HYDROpro, ..).HYDROpro, ..).

Printer ConnectionPrinter Connection
The BathyThe Bathy--1500C PC Software allows the user to interface to the all of the1500C PC Software allows the user to interface to the all of the SYQWEST SYQWEST 

TDU Thermal Printers.   The connection is established through thTDU Thermal Printers.   The connection is established through thee PCPC’’ss Parallel Parallel 
Printer Port (25Printer Port (25--pin Dpin D--Type) as shown below in Figure 6Type) as shown below in Figure 6--9.  Once the software has 9.  Once the software has 
been started, all displayed acoustic data can be printed to the been started, all displayed acoustic data can be printed to the TDU in either TDU in either 
Acquisition or Playback mode.Acquisition or Playback mode.

The standard TDU Printer cable is provided with the printer and The standard TDU Printer cable is provided with the printer and is 12 feet long and does is 12 feet long and does 
not require any user wiring.  Installers must locate the printernot require any user wiring.  Installers must locate the printer accordingly.accordingly.

PC Printer PortPC Printer Port



BathyBathy--1500C PC Software Installation1500C PC Software Installation
This section describes how to install the BathyThis section describes how to install the Bathy--1500C PC software 1500C PC software 

package.  It is assumed that the reader has a working knowledge package.  It is assumed that the reader has a working knowledge of of 
installing Windows 95/98/2000/NT/XPinstalling Windows 95/98/2000/NT/XP software.  The software.  The 
installation software is located on the CDinstallation software is located on the CD--ROM disc included with ROM disc included with 
your Bathyyour Bathy--1500C.1500C.

NOTE*  It is recommended that you exit all running applications NOTE*  It is recommended that you exit all running applications 
before inserting the CD and beginning the installation.before inserting the CD and beginning the installation.

To install the PC software, insert the BathyTo install the PC software, insert the Bathy--1500C CD into an 1500C CD into an 
available drive.  If available drive.  If Auto Insert NotificationAuto Insert Notification is enabled on the CDis enabled on the CD--
ROM drive, then the BathyROM drive, then the Bathy--1500C PC installer will begin 1500C PC installer will begin 
automatically.  If the CD does not autoautomatically.  If the CD does not auto--start, simply execute the start, simply execute the 
SETUP.EXESETUP.EXE file in the root directory of the CD.file in the root directory of the CD.

Once the installer is running, it will verify that your operatinOnce the installer is running, it will verify that your operating system g system 
is compatible with the Bathyis compatible with the Bathy--1500C software, and then it will 1500C software, and then it will 
check which version of the Windows Installer program is installecheck which version of the Windows Installer program is installed d 
in your system.  If the Windows Installer program is not found oin your system.  If the Windows Installer program is not found or r 
out of date, it will update it and prompt you to restart your out of date, it will update it and prompt you to restart your 
computer.  Once restarted, the Bathycomputer.  Once restarted, the Bathy--1500C installation will 1500C installation will 
continue automatically. continue automatically. 



Setting up the BathySetting up the Bathy--1500C Ethernet Interface1500C Ethernet Interface
Setting an Alternate Static IP Address for Network Connection Setting an Alternate Static IP Address for Network Connection 

�� If you move your computer from being connected from a LAN using If you move your computer from being connected from a LAN using DHCP to your BathyDHCP to your Bathy--1500C or other equipment that uses 1500C or other equipment that uses 
a static IP address, you can set your computer up to automaticala static IP address, you can set your computer up to automatically switch to the static IP address.  ly switch to the static IP address.  

�� The use of the static IP address occurs when the computer cannotThe use of the static IP address occurs when the computer cannot find a DHCP server such as when it is connected to your find a DHCP server such as when it is connected to your 
BathyBathy--1500C. 1500C. 

To set up your computer, follow these steps. To set up your computer, follow these steps. 

Go to: Start Settings Network Connections Go to: Start Settings Network Connections 

Right click on the Right click on the ““Local Area ConnectionLocal Area Connection”” icon and select icon and select 
““PropertiesProperties””

You should see the following screen:You should see the following screen:

Scroll to and Click on Scroll to and Click on ““Internet ProtocolInternet Protocol”” and then on and then on 
““PropertiesProperties””

You should see the You should see the ““Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) PropertiesInternet Protocol (TCP/IP) Properties””
window. window. 

Click on the Click on the ““Alternate ConfigurationAlternate Configuration”” Tab Tab 

You can either set up the interface under the You can either set up the interface under the ““GeneralGeneral”” setup or setup or 
the the ““Alternate ConfigurationAlternate Configuration”” tab.tab.

If you have 2 or more Network connections available, you may If you have 2 or more Network connections available, you may 
want to use the want to use the ““GeneralGeneral”” settings on your selected Network card. settings on your selected Network card. 
Click the Click the ““Use the following IP addressUse the following IP address”” radio button and set it up radio button and set it up 
with the IP address shown below (same as the alternate). If you with the IP address shown below (same as the alternate). If you 
already use that connection, or you are limited on your network already use that connection, or you are limited on your network 
connections, you can select the alternate tab. When selected it connections, you can select the alternate tab. When selected it will will 
be displayed with be displayed with ““Automatic private IP addressAutomatic private IP address”” selected.selected.



Setting up the BathySetting up the Bathy--1500C Ethernet Interface1500C Ethernet Interface ((con’tcon’t))

Click the Click the ““User configuredUser configured”” radio button radio button 

Enter the IP address information shown above Enter the IP address information shown above 

Select Select ““OKOK””

For use with the BathyFor use with the Bathy--1500C, it is required that you 1500C, it is required that you 
use the 192.168.199.113 address. You computer will use the 192.168.199.113 address. You computer will 
use this address if a DHCP server is not available. I.e., use this address if a DHCP server is not available. I.e., 
if you move the network cable from your standard if you move the network cable from your standard 
network connection, and plug it in to the Bathynetwork connection, and plug it in to the Bathy--1500C, 1500C, 
it will connect once powered on.it will connect once powered on.



End of InstallationEnd of Installation


